
Session 6 - Chart & Lesson Plan: Why that Forbidden Tree?
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The Myth of the Tree
The Fall from Reality

The Sickness of Despair and its Healing

Adam and Eve
and Us

The Name of 
that Tree

Why that Tree?
God’s Courtesy

What is
Despair? Stories of Healing our Despair

Fighting
Fatherhood A Most Horrific Healing Story1. What is Reality?

2. The Dastardly
Tree?

3. Trained in the 
knowledge of good 
and evil.

4. Ethical ignorance

5. The dark side of
Freedom

6. Reality’s self
limitation

1. suicide
unconscious
plunging
resignation
raging

2. despair as 
a doorway

3. one 
ordinary
story

4.  crushed expectations
5. Good Friday?
6. The Second Adam
7. Beating the Liar’s Kingdom

Go-round:   Share one sentence that says what this essay had to say 
to you.
1.  Have read aloud the first two para.     So how has Reality in very 
personal ways walked in your garden and asked you questions?
2. Have read aloud the rest of page 1.  So which of these questions 
resonate with you?
3. Page 2 is about the knowledge of good and evil.  How has your 
culture and parents trained you in good and evil?  After several have 
answered,  ask how do you see now the ignorance in those teachings?
4. Have read aloud the bottom para of page 2  completed on page 3.    
How have to been reluctant to admit your ignorance of good and 
evil?
5.  Why that Tree?  What answer to that questions is given in  this 
section on  page 3? 
6. God’s Courtesy.  What does Julian mean by that poetry?   How do 
you experience your gift of freedom as a genuine capacity to make 
history as well as make mistakes in the realistic living of your life?

1. Have read aloud the first indented para on page 4.   Have you 
known someone who committed suicide?  If so, what do you 
imagine moved them to such an act?  
Do a go round having each answer this question:  Which of these 
states most characterizes your experience of despair: (1) on the 
verge of suicide, (2) unconscious of your despair, (3) plunging into 
debauchery or noble work, (4) despairing resignation, (5) despairing 
rage at the whole of life? 
2. Have read aloud the next two para on page 4. How does it 
make sense to you that despair can be a doorway to realism?
3. Someone tell us the story about fighting fatherhood.  What 
does that story illustrate about despair and its healing?
4. Tell about crushed expectations of the disciples & of yours. 
5. How cne we see Good Friday as “Good”?
6. Have read aloud on page 6 from “Paul expanded” through 
two more para ending with “Second Adam.”  How does this 
help you with the symbols of cross and resurrection?
7. Have read aloud the last para on page 7.   Say how this 
para states the gift of this essay to you?


